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• Welcome to the ACRO learning skills. ACRO stands for

• Attitude

• Creativity

• Relationships

• Organisation

• This year, you will be focusing on 2 skills under each of these

headings.

• Your booklets will help you keep track of how well you are doing

in each of the skills.

Learning Skills – Are you a great learner?



• To help you discuss the skills, you will follow the adventures of

‘Solar School’ – Chesswood’s ‘parallel school’.

Learning Skills – Are you a great learner?
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• Will the pupils of Solar School be able to rebuild the 

spaceship, fly back through the meteor storm and re-

join their teachers on the main ship?

• Can they work as a team with the local Ponngans?

• Which learning skills do you think the pupils of Solar 

School will need to rescue themselves?

Maybe you can develop these skills too…

Work through each of the skills in your booklets. 

• What do they mean? 

• How would the pupils of Solar School use these skills to 

help them? 

• How will you use these skills to help you become a better 

learner this year?



ATTITUDE

Absorption

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I love learning and often get absorbed in new ideas and topics

I find nearly all areas of learning enjoyable

I make learning opportunities for myself

I enjoy completing take-away tasks

Total score out of 20:

My Target

ATTITUDE

Motivation

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I find a way to persevere even when things are difficult.

I push myself in lots of ways… even things I don’t feel like doing.

I can challenge myself

I know that pushing myself makes me better at things.

Total score out of 20:

My Target



CREATIVITY

Lateral Thinking / Ideas Generation

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I have developed a variety of imaginative ideas and can assess 

their quality. 

I often think ‘outside the box’

I don’t go for the obvious answer, but take time to think about 

alternatives

I look at things from unusual, unexpected perspectives

Total score out of 20:

My Target

CREATIVITY

Problem Solving

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I consider different ways of approaching problems before tackling 

them

I am able to use and evaluate different strategies to solve a 

problem

I break down problems into key components and find efficient 

ways to solve them

Total score out of 15:

My Target



RELATIONSHIPS

Communication

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I communicate well with others – sometimes giving instructions as 

well as following others’ instructions. 

I can work confidently with others, offering and accepting advice 

and ideas and exploring those ideas.

I express interest in others, taking note of what they say and how 

they feel.

I use body language to enhance my communication. 

Total score out of 20:

My Target

RELATIONSHIPS

Negotiation, Persuasion, Influence

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I show initiative and am proactive in persuading and negotiating 

with others.

I can reach a compromise with others and don’t always have to 

get my own way. 

I know a range of techniques to help me persuade others.

I actively seek to negotiate an appropriate outcome when there 

are disagreements, showing tact to those I disagree with.

Total score out of 20:

My Target



ORGANISATION

Research

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

I enjoy finding things out for myself

I use lots of resources:

Expert People; other’s Experiences & Ideas; books, Internet, video

I have clear direction with my research – I know what I want to 

find out and where I will find it

My notes are clear and efficient – not just cut and paste

Total score out of 20:

My Target

ORGANISATION

Planning

Disagree                           Agree

1 2 3 4 5

When planning, I think about what I want to achieve (target)

When planning, I think about what needs to be done (actions)

When planning, I think about time & things needed (resources)

When planning, I think about what problems may happen 

(obstacles)

Total score out of 20:

My Target







Learning Skills for pupils


